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Genie is a deflationary & BUSD rewarding meme
token built on the Binance Smart Chain which

rewards all investors in BUSD for holding $Genie
coins in their wallet.

Genie's smart contract gets 14% fees from every
buy/sell, 8% of them are re-distributed to all
holders in the form of BUSD, 2% goes to the

liquidity pool, 2% goes to the strategic buyback +
burn wallet, and 2% goes to the marketing wallet.

INTRODUCTION

Genie is not just a meme token, it's
ecosystem contains multiple utility use cases

which are discussed on the next section.1



TOKENOMICS Total Supply:1,000,000,000,000,000
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TOKENOMICS Fees Breakdown: Total 14%
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Genie Swap will be $Genie Coin's own
decentralized exchange.

ECOSYSTEM

How Genie Swap will impact $Genie's
value: Genie Swap will enable users to stake
their $Genie coins on the pool to earn new
meme coins. Staking means these tokens

are getting locked decreasing the total
circulating supply as a result the price of

$Genie will move up. 

Genie Swap
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Genie Wallet will be $Genie Coin's own
decentralized crypto wallet.

ECOSYSTEM Genie Wallet

How Genie Wallet will impact $Genie's value:
Genie Wallet will enable users to store their

multiple coins or tokens on multiple blockchains
together on Genie Wallet. Users will be able to

swap their tokens and coins directly on the wallet
through Genie Swap. Both Genie Wallet & Swap will
promote $Genie as their main currency like BNB on

PCS.5



ECOSYSTEM Genie Launchpad
Genie Pad will be $Genie Coin's own
launchpad for meme tokens on every

blockchain.

How Genie Wallet will impact $Genie's value: Genie
Pad will be the best platform to launch potential meme
tokens and will be governed by the $Genie Coin and it's

team. Users will be required to stake a minimum of $100
of $Genie coins for atleast 10 days to be able to

participate on IDOs. As discussed earlier, staking means
$Genie's price will move up!6



ECOSYSTEM Genie Luck Lotto
Genie Lotto will be $Genie Coin's master

stroke to disrupt the physical lottery industry
all over the World.

How Genie Lotto will impact $Genie's value:
We believe that Genie Lotto will be enough to

disrupt the whole physical lottery industry from all
over the World and bring the revolution of

decentralized lottery industry.
Participants have to buy $05 or $10 worth of

tickets with their $Genie to enter the reward pool.
For $5 tickets first prize is $50000 and $100000 for

$10. 7



ECOSYSTEM Genie Play
Genie Play will be $Genie Coin's play-to-earn

blockchain gaming platform.

How Genie Play will impact $Genie's value:
The game will have two two options available: On

the first option players will have to scratch the
magic lamp and the Genie will reward some

random amount of $Genie.
The second option will be for pro gamers where

users have to buy in-game utilities with $Genie to
play the game. *The ideas will be modified in

future. 8



ECOSYSTEM Genie Digital
Genie Digital will be the biggest meme NFT

marketplace for meme lovers. 

How Genie Digital will impact $Genie's value:
There are so many NFT marketplace on the
blockchain industry but we want to make a

separate  marketplace only dedicated to the meme
Universe. Genie Digital will offer buying, selling,
lending and borrowing meme NFTs. The whole
marketplace will be governed by $Genie Coin.
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ROADMAP
This map declares how $Genie Coin's team
planning to expand the growth of the Coin.

Remember: More steps will be added one by one.
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OUR CORE
VALUES

COMMUN I T Y

E CO S Y S T EMSECUR I T Y

T RANSPARENT

We are as transparent as glass, we have
disclosed our identity to the community and
we are KYC verified on PinkSale. We have
shared and locked our foundation address,
we are ful ly community powered! 

What Makes $Genie Different?
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OUR
INSPIRATION

The Super successful
EverGrowCoin is our inspiration.
Thanks to the EGC team to give

us such an amazing idea. 

We are going to expand
$Genie's ecosystem in $Genie's

very own way. We are commited
& promise to build a massive

DeFi ecosystem within the year
2022.

E V E RG ROW
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THANK YOU
for joining Genie's mission !


